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Abstract

An information retrieval system not only occupies an important position in the network information platform, but
also plays an important role in information acquisition, query processing, and wireless sensor networks. It is a
procedure to help researchers extract documents from data sets as document retrieval tools. The classic keyword-
based information retrieval models neglect the semantic information which is not able to represent the user’s
needs. Therefore, how to efficiently acquire personalized information that users need is of concern. The ontology-
based systems lack an expert list to obtain accurate index term frequency. In this paper, a domain ontology model
with document processing and document retrieval is proposed, and the feasibility and superiority of the domain
ontology model are proved by the method of experiment.
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1 Introduction
Information retrieval is the process to extract relevant
document from large data sets. Along with the increas-
ing accumulation of data and the rising demand of
high-quality retrieval results, traditional information-re-
trieval techniques are unable to meet the task of
high-quality search results. As a newly emerged know-
ledge organization system, ontology is vitally important
in promoting the function of information retrieval in
knowledge management.
The existing information retrieval model, such as the

vector space model (VSM) [1], is based on certain rules to
model text in pattern recognition and other fields. The
VSM splits, filters, and classifies the text that looks very
abstract, and carries on the statistics to the word fre-
quency data of the text. The computer carries out the text
according to certain rules and carries on the statistics to
the word frequency information of the text.
Probability model [2] mainly relies on probabilistic op-

eration and Bayes rule to match data information, in
which the weight values of feature words are all multiva-
lued. The probabilistic model uses the index word to
represent the user’s interest, that is, the personalized

query request submitted by the user. Meanwhile, there is
no vocabulary set with a standard semantic feature and
document label. Traditional weighted strategy lacks se-
mantic information of the document, which is not repre-
sentative for the document description. On the basis of
semantic annotation results, weighted item frequency [3]
and domain ontology of the semantic relation are used
to express the semantics of the document [4].
The VSM and probability model can simplify the text

processing into vector space or probability set. It in-
volves the term frequency property to describe the num-
ber of occurrences of query words in the paper.
Considering the particularity of document segmentation,
the word in different sections has a different weight of
summarization for the paper, which simply calculates
that word appearance is not sufficient. Meanwhile, there
is no vocabulary set with standard semantic feature and
document label.
The introduction of ontology into the information re-

trieval system can query users’ semantic information
based on ontology, and better satisfy users’ personalized
retrieval needs [5]. Short of the vocabulary set with se-
mantic description, user information demand logic view
is miscellaneous and incorrect to express the semantic
of the user’s requirement. In such an information re-
trieval model, even if we choose the appropriate sort
function R (R is the reciprocal of the distance between
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points), the logical view cannot represent the require-
ments of the document and the user, and the retrieval
results cannot convince the user.
In order to improve the accuracy and efficiency of user

retrieval, we build a model based on information retrieval
and domain ontology knowledge base. The combination
of ontology-based information retrieval system provides
semantic retrieval, and a keyword-based information re-
trieval system calculates a better factor set in document
processing, with better recall and precision results.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
Genetic algorithm is designed and implemented. Gen-

etic algorithm is a kind of search method that refers to
the evolution rule of the biological world. It mainly in-
cludes coding mechanisms and control parameters. The
genetic algorithm is a heuristic method which simulates
the population evolution by searching through solution
space in selection, crossover, and mutation to select an
optimal factor set by combinations of factors. The option
weighted factor tuned by a training set using genetic al-
gorithms will apply to a practical retrieval system [6].
Domain ontology is applied as the base of semantic

representation to effectually represent user requirement
and document semantics. Domain ontology is the de-
tailed description of domain conceptualization which ex-
presses the abstract object, relation, and class in one
vocabulary set [7].
Designing and implementing the information retrieval

system is composed of two parts: document processor and
document retrieval. In the information retrieval model, an
ontology server is added to tags and indexes the retrieval
sources based on ontology; the query conversion module
implements semantic processing in users’ needs and ex-
panses the initial query on its synonym, hypernym, and its
senses. The retrieval agent module uses the conversion of
queries for retrieving the information source.
The full text is divided into five parts: the first part is

an overview of ontology-based information retrieval sys-
tem. The second part introduces the relevant work of
this study. The third part is the design of information re-
trieval model based on domain ontology. The fourth part
carries on the experimental study and analyses of the re-
sult. The fifth part summarizes the full text and puts for-
ward the issues that need further study.

2 Methods
Faced with the huge amount of data in the network, it is
an important problem for users to acquire the informa-
tion accurately and efficiently. So far, retrieval methods
develop various mathematical models. The classical in-
formation retrieval models include the Boolean model
[8], probability model [9], vector model [10], binary in-
dependent retrieval model, and BM25 model. The fol-
lowing are the solutions of these models.

Suppose ki is the index term, dj is the document, wi,j ≥ 0
is the weight of tuples (ki, dj), which is the significance of ki
to dj semantic contents. Let t refer to the number of index
term. K = {k1, …, kt} is index term set. If an index term does
not appear in the document, then wi,j = 0. So the document

dj is represented by an index term vector d
!

j:

d
!

j ¼ w1 j;w2 j;w3 j;…;wtj
� � ð1Þ

The Boolean model is a classical information retrieval
(IR) model based on set theory and Boolean algebra.
Boolean retrieval can be effective if a query requires un-
ambiguous selection [11]. But it can only result in
whether the document is related or not related. The
Boolean model lacks the ability to describe the situation
that query words partially match a paper. The similarity
result of document dj and query q is binary, either 0 or
1. The binary value has limitations and the Boolean
queries are hard to construct.
The VSM, which is proposed earlier by Salton, is based

on the vector space model theory and vector linear algebra
operation, which abstract the query conditions and text
into vectors in the multidimensional vector space. The
multi-keyword matching here can express the meaning of
the text more [1]. Compared with the Boolean model, the
VSM calculates relevant document ranking by comparing
the angle relating similarity between the vector of each
document and the original query vector in the spatial
representation.
The probabilistic model [2] mainly relies on probabil-

istic operation and Bayes rule to match data information.
The probabilistic model not only considers the internal
relations between keywords and documents, but also re-
trieves texts based on probability dependency. The
model usually based on a group of parameterized prob-
ability distributions, consumes the internal relation be-
tween keywords and documents and retrieves according
to probabilistic dependency. The model requires strong
independent assumptions for tractability.
The binary independence retrieval model [12] is

evolved from the probabilistic model with better per-
formance. Assuming that document D and index term q
is described in two-valued vector (x1, x2, … xn), if index
term ki ∈D, then xi = 1; otherwise, xi = 0. The correlation
function of index term and document are shown below.

Sim D; qð Þ ¼
X

log
pi 1−qið Þ
qi 1−pið Þ ð2Þ

Here, pi = ri/r, qi = (fi − ri)/(f − r), f refers to amount
number of document in the training document set. r is
the number of document related to user query in the
training document set. fi represents a number of docu-
ment, including index term ki in the training document
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set. Ri is the number of document, including ki in r rela-
tion documents.
Okapi BM25 model is called BM25, which is an algo-

rithm based on probabilistic retrieval model. Okapi BM25
model [13, 14] is a model developed from probabilistic
model incorporates with term frequency and length
normalization. The local weights are computed parameter-
ized frequencies including term frequency, document fre-
quency, and global weights as RSJ weights. Local weights
are based on a 2D Poisson model while the global weights
are based on the Robertson-Spärck-Jones Probabilistic
Model. By reducing the number of parameters to be
learned and approximated, based on these heuristic tech-
niques, BM25 often achieves better performance compared
to TF-IDF (term frequency - inverse document frequency).

3 Based on the domain ontology information
retrieval model
The concept in domain ontology has a relation to other
concepts simultaneously. The interrelation between con-
cepts of the semantic relative network implements syno-
nym expansion retrieval, semantic entailment expansion,
semantic correlation expansion. We introduce a domain
ontology information retrieval model to apply ontology
into the traditional information retrieval model by query
expansion to improve efficiency.
An illustration of structure for the information re-

trieval model is shown in Fig. 1.
The system consists of two parts: ontology document

processing (including domain ontology servers, data
source, document process unit and information data-
base) and ontology document retrieval (including do-
main ontology server, query transition, custom process,
and retrieval agent).

3.1 Ontology document processing
Document processing extracts useful information from
an unstructured text message and establishes mapping
relations between document terms and concepts based

on domain ontology [15]. The document processing is
shown in Fig. 2.
In the preprocessing procedure, each document in the

document set implements vocabulary, analyzes words,
and filters numbers, hyphens, and punctuations. Using a
stop word list removes function words to leave useful
words such as noun and verb [16]. Extracting stem words
and removing the prefix and postfix improve the accuracy
of retrieval. Finally, determining certain words as an index
element expresses literature content conception.
Annotating semantic on a retrieved object by analyzing

characteristic vocabulary builds the mapping relation be-
tween words and concepts. First, characteristic words
are extracted and the weight of each word is calculated
by counting word frequency to distinguish the import-
ance of words. In this paper, the genetic algorithm is
used to calculate the best weighting factor. In the end, it
is applied to the actual retrieval system.
The system automatically learns weighted factor by

genetic algorithm. It is a heuristic method which simu-
lates biological evolution processes and through factor
mutation eliminates the non-ideal factor sets and leaves
the optimal factor set. The algorithm tries to maximize
the fitness function as a parameter estimation to search
a population consisting of the fittest individual; in our
case, those are the parameters of weighted term in re-
trieving. In Fig. 3, the pseudo-code of genetic algorithm
for weighted term frequency is described.
This algorithm simulates the evolution process by

gradually adjusting weight factor and eliminating factor
combination with a low fitness value. If the fitness result
for one combination is lower than the other one, this
group will be likely excluded in the next generation. To
avoid the local optimization, we select many original
generations and decrease the unqualified group time by
time. In each iteration, the factor interval lies in [wi −
0.2, wi + 0.4] to lower the negative factors. Fitness func-
tion P(t) determines how fit an individual is with new
weighted combination (w'tit,w'key, w'abs). The traditional

Fig. 1 An illustration of structure for information retrieval model
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factor set is replaced by P(t) with higher fitness, then cal-
culated with a query word for similarity of each papers
and generated the rank list. The penalty function f is
used to get the distance of the expert list.
Then, for each semantic meaning of ontology term,

whether it exists in extracting characteristic vocabulary
is checked. If the semantic exists, the document and
weight with semantic term is calculated to manifest the
text with semantic information.
After document feature extraction, document index

based on the concept to reflect the internal relation be-
tween text index terms is established and ambiguity dur-
ing annotation is excluded. An index based on the
concept consists of feature words with their relation
given by semantic parsing. Feature words connect
through ontology instance and documents. The struc-
ture of the ontology concept index is shown in Fig. 4.

3.2 Ontology document retrieval
The procedure of document retrieval is listed below:

1) The user inputs search words or phrases in the
search interface, then the system removes function
words and reserves noun and verb. Term extraction
from words is implement to get semantic
conceptual words and phrases. The result is passed
to the query transition module.

Fig. 2 Ontology document processing

Fig. 3 Pseudo-code for select weight factor by genetic algorithm Fig. 4 Index structure based on the ontology concept
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2) The query transition module sends consequence
to the ontology server to search for a
corresponding semantic concept, including
hypernym, hyponym, synonym, and conceptual
meanings [17]. If the word is not found in the
ontology database, it returns to the user to help
in adjusting the retrieval strategy.

3) For the matching concept in domain ontology, the
query transition module implements search,
semantic judgment, and query extension to add
semantic information to query. The module submits
query to a retrieval agent for searching. For words
with an uncertain semantic message, execute a
keyword matching method to search.

4) Handled by the custom process module, the user
interface list query results according to exact word,
synonym, hypernym, and hyponym words.

Before the retrieval process, the system executes se-
mantic analysis for the user query request. Keyword is
extracted from stop words and whether keyword belongs
to ontology database is checked. Through combining
concepts in ontology library, more semantic information
is obtained by semantic reasoning. The pseudo-code of
query semantic analysis algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

After applying semantic analysis on user request, se-
mantic information is able to be used in the retrieval
strategy. The pseudo-code of information retrieval algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 6.

4 Experiment and results
4.1 The experimental design of the information retrieval
model based on ontology
In order to evaluate the performance of the information
retrieval model based on ontology, it is necessary to use
ontology tools for modelling, such as Protégé [18] as an
ontology modeling tool, ICTCLAS [19] as word segmen-
tation tool, Jena [20] as semantic parsing tool, and
Lucene as semantic indexing tool.
The data set contains 1000 scientific papers and pa-

pers from the IEEE digital library, which are used to ex-
tract the core concepts in the domain ontology. Then
the final conceptualization system is established. The lit-
erature is divided into 10 groups. Each group contains
100 papers related to a query subject or key words (e.g.,
computer architecture and operating system). Therefore,
10 experts rank lists are available for retrieval.
The evaluation criterion considers the similarity of

each paper towards every query word. For example, the
mistaken sort term distance of the top neighboring

Fig. 5 Pseudo-code for the query semantic analysis algorithm
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papers is higher than the ones of lowest papers. The for-
mula below is for how to collect the distance within rank
list R and R’:

P tð Þ ¼

Xn

i¼1

n−ið Þ � dis ið Þ½ �

X
n
2b c

i¼1

n−ið Þ � i½ � þ
Xn

n
2b c

n−ið Þ2� �
ð3Þ

Here, n represents the paper numbers in the rank list.
The dis(i) represents the position distance for paper i in
the rank list and expert rank list. P(t) represents the

distance between the two rank lists of the denominator
specification.

4.2 Analysis of experimental results
The genetic algorithm with simulated annealing method
is compared in relation to iteration numbers and average
distance of the rank list. The result is shown in Fig. 7.
The X-axis time is the number of iterations in two algo-
rithms, and the Y-axis average distance is calculated by
formula (3) which shows the difference of the ranking
list with expert list. After iteration for 200 times, the
average distance is close to overall optimal. The

Fig. 6 Pseudo-code for the information retrieval algorithm

Fig. 7 Comparison of the simulated annealing and genetic algorithm in average distance and iteration times
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algorithm deduces the optimized weight combination of
factors which are wtit = 3, wabs = 2, wkey = 0.6.
The different threshold similarity value ζ is taken, in

which ζ = 0.5 means sim(Sq, Sj) ≥ 0.55. Every experiment
counts retrieval documents set results |A|, ontology rele-
vant documents |B|, and user query relevant document
in the retrieval set |A ∩ B| to calculate the precision and
recall rate. The result is shown in Table 1.
The precision rate improves with the threshold in-

creasing. The precision rate reaches more than 99%
when ζ = 0.6. However, the recall rate only reaches 74%,
which means the query result lost the critical information.
When ζ = 0.5, the recall rate maintains a higher rate

while precision remains low. Because of the system
search, all the documents have ontology which relates
with a query. The ζ = 0.55 balance both the precision
rate and recall rate.

5 Conclusion
In order to better satisfy users’ retrieval needs and
optimize the performance of information retrieval, do-
main ontology is introduced into the information re-
trieval system. In this paper, the information retrieval
model based on domain ontology is proposed. The sys-
tem includes document processing and ontology docu-
ment retrieval with the ontology server, information
database, and query transition and retrieval agent mod-
ules. We present a genetic algorithm to calculate the
optimum combination of weighted factors of word fre-
quency. Base on the evaluation criterion, we apply the
system to query documents and compare with expert
lists. The genetic algorithm shortens the distance com-
pared with simulated annealing, and the ontology re-
trieval model exhibits a better precision and recall rate
to understand the users’ requirements.
Our future work is to further implement an auto-

matic or semi-automatic method such as data mining
to an establish ontology database to prevent the high
difficulty in ontology establishment. And we may
further implement modeling personalized query prefer-
ence and return retrieval results according to different
user query demands.

Abbreviation
IR: Information retrieval; VSM: Vector space model
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